Workshop Announcement!

CNYRID

“Looking at INTERPRETING Through a Sociological Lens”

Lecture presented by Jeremy L. Brunson, Ph.D.

Associate Professor / PhD Program Coordinator in the Department of Interpretation at Gallaudet University

When: Wednesday, March 18th, 2015

Time: 6:30pm – 8:30pm
   Doors Open at 6:00pm ~~~ Registration from 6:00pm – 6:30pm

Where: Rosamond Gifford Community Room
   Lower Level United Way Building, 518 James Street, Syracuse, NY 13202
   **use Hawley Avenue entrance**

Cost: CNYRID/GVRRID members: $ 15.00
       Non-CNYRID/GVRRID members (General Admission): $ 20.00
       Interpreting or ASL Students (WITH COLLEGE ID) $7.00
       Deaf Community Members $5.00
       [Cash or checks made out to CNYRID will be accepted.]

**.2 (General Studies) R.I.D. ceus offered**

Workshop Description: Sign Language interpreting does not happen in a vacuum. The activity of interpreting is connected to people in different locations at various times. Traditional thinking about sign language interpreting has had its focus on the interpreted product. While this analysis is at times useful, it does not explain the work of a sign language interpreter within a larger context. This workshop will explore the benefits of using sociology as a lens for examining sign language interpreting work.

**THIS WORKSHOP WILL BE PRESENTED IN ENGLISH; ASL interpretation will be provided.**

Anyone needing any other accommodations, please request by March 15th, 2015 by contacting Joanne Jackowski at jski27@earthlink.net

Target Audience: Working Sign Language interpreters in all settings; Deaf community; interested parties;
   Open to ASL students from local colleges

Interpretek is an approved RID Sponsor for Continuing Education events.
This general studies program is offered for .2 CEUs at a Beginner’s content knowledge level.